NAME

TRANSLATION

GENERIC

EAGLE

GENERIC

SOARING OMNISCIENCE

YUCATEC MAYA

MEN

SAGE / WISE ONE

QUICHE MAYA

TZ'IKIN

EAGLE / BIRDSILVER

MIXTEC

YAHA

EAGLE

NAHUATL (AZTEC)

CUAUHTLI

EAGLE

ZAPOTEC

NAA

MOTHER

GLYPHIC REPRESENTATION
eagle

GENERIC

eye

piercing xray-like outer vision

dots

inner vision

feathers

smooth flow

MAYA

human-bird face / supernatural bird face

MAYA VARIANT

face of the old moon goddess

AZTEC

head of eagle

MIXTEC

?

ZAPOTEC

maize plant (by extension representing corn field symbolizing agriculture)

DIRECTION

WEST

ELEMENT

FIRE

MORPHOTYPE

feather / bird

COLOR

pastel light violet (lavender)

HARMONY

flow

NATURE

sky / air current / sunrise & sunset / light

ANIMAL, PLANT & MINERAL KINGDOM

eagle / condor / hawk / sunflower

HUMAN PHYSICAL BODY

eye

PLANETS & WESTERN ZODIAC

Mercury (Virgo) / Pluto (Scorpio) / Uranus (Aquarius) / Venus (Libra)

CORRESPONDENCE

ESSENCE
Eagle / high flight
lofty vision / visionary / keen eyed
Soaring Omniscience

Heart of the Sun / Avatar of the Sun
Spiritual Warrior (who fights for the strong directive power of truth, whose heart is pure like the heart of the sun)
directed warrior energy, the power & strength of one who believes in oneself / focused purpose
guardian of the sun and of cosmic space
Divine Deliverance

first cry of delight at the rising of the sun, cry of wonder at the beauty of the world
ability to envision & create abundance / clear vision of one's potential for wealth & well-being

Intermediary between Earth and Sky (Mediator between the human & spirit world) / Messenger from Heaven

old Moon Crone of quiet wisdom

Higher Collective Mind / flow of Planetary Consciousness / evolution of Individual Consciousness into Planetary Mind
Planetary Server & Transformer (who assists in lifting the Collective Mind) / Emissary of the Great Change / Planetary Activation and Ascension [see also AJAW]
one who soars in conscious flight above the Earth, whose vision sees far beyond the mass of humanity

MANIFESTATION
dreams, visions & belief in them / revelations through dreams / inspiration [see also IK']
breadth of vision / envisioning greater possibilities / new idea, originality, unexpected insights [see also IK']
hope vs hopelessness / positive vision & affirmation
illumination

mental clarity & acuity / clear & focused vision / keen eye / photography
strong focus / motivation
bringing together the analytical & decisive mind / technical knowledge / powerful intellect
details vs big picture / discrimination, distinction, exacting / critique / perfection
accurate perception

aspiration / recognizing opportunities, a new goal, or desire / crying out for what one's desires / ambition
taking steps to enhance wealth & well-being / achievement
abundance / production / prosperity / economic well-being vs bankruptcy [see also K'AN, LAMAT, EB]
perfect timing & control when acting over opportunities
planning & design

spiritual warfare
majesty / supremacy (e.g. military supremacy) / victory / conquest / imperial power [see also AJAW]
courage, bravery, daring / heroic nobility / going to battle with the sword of truth & justice [see also BEN, AJAW]
declaration and waging of war vs anti-war demonstration

wisdom / shaman or knower / truth vs denial
ability to look within, having a direct & clear focus on any given situation
prophecy / divination / high view, bird's eye view
transcendence
science fiction [see also MANIK']

commitment to compassionate service / sacrifice to the greater whole [see also KIMI, MANIK', ETZ'NAB]
service vs self-interest [see also MANIK', EB, ETZ'NAB]

mediation / messenger

cry for independence
independence vs commitment [see also MANIK'] / freedom [see also BEN] / escapism
free spirit vs cloistered lifestyle / vast regions of space
erratic behavior / disassociation

solar energy
smooth, uninterrupted flowing motion
gliding / flying [see also EB] / soaring vs diving
purity / cold clean fresh air

SHADOW
messianic obsession with service (being the rescuer, wanting to 'save' others)
not being able to say no (resulting in taking on too much)

obsession in finding one's purpose

having difficulty being on Earth, being human or part of humanity [see also KABAN]
feeling overwhelmed by the state of the world
loss of hope or meaning, excitement and joy (translating as despair, depression) / feeling of futility

rash decisions & actions (proving later to be problematic)

cheating vs honesty

ASSOCIATION
PATRON

Xipe Totec (aspect of Tezcatlipoca): god of shedding of the old skin and the renewal of life [Aztec] [see also AK'BAL, BEN, IX, KABAN, ETZ'NAB]

MYTHOLOGY

Thunderbird [North America] [see also KAWAK]

SYMBOL / ARCHETYPE

scorpion + eagle + Phoenix (as the 3 levels and archetypes of the astrological sign of Scorpio)

FAUNA

bird of prey / eagle

SYMBOL

eagle claw

MYTHOLOGY

Virgin de Guadalupe (from Nahuatl: Tecuauhtlacuepeuh, "She Who Comes Flying From the Regions of Light like an Eagle of Fire") [Mexican]

ARCHETYPE

Crone

HUMAN

third eye

CELESTIAL

moon & sun / waning moon

ARCHETYPE

Eagle Knight [Mesoamerica]

HUMAN

right arm (symbolic of the warrior's strength)

CALENDAR

20-year k'atun period of the Long Count calendar [Maya] [see also AJAW]

